HEATHER SALMON
An inspiring healer, planetary priestess, cultural creative,
agent of change and recording artist. Driven by a knowing
that we can create a new way of being on Earth that is
sustainable, just, and thriving, Heather’s passion is to inspire
change through sharing lifestyle practices that cultivate
peace and harmony!
In addition to offering classes, retreats and workshops
Heather and her partner Donny Regalmuto are the visionary
creators of the acclaimed Mystical Alchemy a
prayerformance group and blend healing and performing
arts in the creation of transformational multimedia, sound
and energy healing journeys. Guided by the energies of
astrology, the cycles of nature as well as planetary and
current issues these innovative visionary mystics bring
decades of experience as professional performers, healers
and agents of social change.
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Heather and Donny have collaborated on these popular
prayerformances with such luminaries as Alex and Allyson
Grey, Maribai Devi, Dr. Rev. Matthew Fox, The Shift
Network, the Pachamama Alliance and they have been
featured at festivals including Burning Man, the Harmony
Festival, Mystic Garden, and Source Festivals, as well as at
World Beat Center (San Diego), Alchemist Conference

(LA), the Contra Costa Crystal Fair, the Oakland Cosmic Mass, plus retreat centers, hot springs and yoga
studios in California, Hawaii, Oregon, Mexico and Canada! In addition, Mystical Alchemy has produced 25
Sound Healing and music CDs and 2 DVDs to date, as well as many inspirational social media pieces!
Hailing from Toronto and of Jamaican and Celtic descent, Heather has also had numerous thriving ways
she has served with her gifts. In 2014 she served as the Maui’s GMO Initiative Director of the Petition
Team which made history by being the first initiative in the history of the Hawaiian islands to successfully
get a citizens initiative on the ballot. She has also been an international events producer for the NBA and
for various other international sporting events, and has been a very successful professional model and
SAG actress in Los Angeles where she cultivated her passion for the creative power of the healing and the
performing arts. In 2011 she created, hosted and produced the Feminine Mystique Radio Show on Voice
America.
Heather’s passion is bridge healing and the performing arts into a powerful and lasting transformational
experience. She is extensively trained in the healing and performing arts including Sound Healing,
Anahata and Kundalini Yoga, Aerial Yoga Play, Advanced Clinical Hypnotherapy, Reflexology, Astrology,
Aromatherapy, Non Violent Communication, Astrology, Reiki, Huna, Sound, Intuitive and Transpersonal
Energy Healing, Classical Ballet, Belly Dance, Improv, Acting and Theatre. Heather has been engaged in
sound healing as a shamanic vocal rebirthing practice for 17 years and has traveled and trained with
renown international teachers including Karinia Sheld, Tom Kenyan, Jonathan Goldberg and Nara Boone.
She plays 432hz crystal singing bowls which are tuned to the solfeggio scale and other sound healing
instruments. Heather holds a degree in Economics from the University of Toronto and she is a
Pachamama Alliance “Awakening the Dreamer, Changing the Dream” certified facilitator committed to
bringing about a socially just, environmentally sustainable and peaceful world. She is also an ordained
minister through the Church of the Essenes (2005) and an ordained High Priestess through the Temple of
Isis (2010). In 2010 Heather founded the Black Swan Temple and subsequently relocated in December
2012 to Maui with her beloved Donny to cultivate their living eco temple complete with a food forest as a
model of sustainability. They offer prayerformances, retreats, workshops, classes and Mystery School
Trainings based on the Sevenfold Path of Peace! www.BlackSwanTemple.org

